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Abstract

Epicardial electrical activity reconstructed noninvasively from body surface potentials is currently used
clinically to map electrical activity. Here, two methods
for solving this problem are evaluated using in-vivo
experimental data: A coupled Finite-Boundary Element
Method (F-BEM) and the Method of Fundamental
Solutions (MFS). Results showed similar accuracy, with a
slight improvement of the MFS over the F-BEM in
reconstructing ventricular electrogram magnitude,
(REmean = 0.83 ± 0.09 and 0.86 ± 0.08 respectively) in the
reconstructing activation maps (CC = 0.75±0.09 and
0.73±0.12) and localization of initial activation sites (LE
= 19 ± 22 mm and 27±22 mm), though these were still
not identified reliably. No improvement was seen with the
inclusion of inhomogeneous structures in the F-BEM
models (p > 0.05). With the additional advantages in ease
of implementation, the MFS is the preferred approach in
this case.

1.

Introduction

Epicardial electrical activity can be reconstructed noninvasively from body surface potentials by solving the
inverse problem of electrocardiography. This approach is
currently used clinically to map electrical activity and aid
identification of ablation sites to alleviate ventricular
tachycardia [1] and persistent atrial fibrillation [2].
There are multiple methods available to solve the
inverse problem, including the commonly used Method of
Fundamental Solutions (MFS) [3] and a coupled
Finite/Boundary Element Method (F-BEM) [4]. In
addition, inverse mapping tools in clinical use typically
treat the torso as a uniform, isotropic volume conductor
[1,2]. As the inverse problem is ill-posed, it is important
to establish the limitations of each method and the extent
to which lack of precision of the torso model impacts
inverse mapping in-vivo. Studies have shown that body
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surface potentials reconstructed from epicardial potentials
using homogeneous transfer matrices differ markedly
from the potential distributions measured on the body
surface [5,6]. These differences are reduced, but not
eliminated by the inclusion of inhomogeneous torso
electrical properties [6]. The primary objective of this
study was first to evaluate the accuracy of the MFS and
F-BEM approaches to inverse epicardial mapping.
Second, we aimed to determine the combined effects on
inverse solutions of incorporating more realistic electrical
properties for skeletal muscle, fat and the lungs.

2.

Methods

2.1.

Data sets

In-vivo Porcine Experiments
Experimental data were obtained from anesthetized,
closed-chest, pigs (n=5, 30-40 kg) [6]. Epicardial and
torso potentials were recorded simultaneously using an
elastic "sock" (239 unipolar electrodes, Auckland
Uniservices Ltd, New Zealand) and flexible strips
attached to the body surface (184 electrodes, BioSemi,
the Netherlands). For each pig, recordings were made
during sinus rhythm, and pacing left and right endo- , and
epicardium sites. Overall, 70 records were obtained.
Upon completion, the heart was arrested and MRI
performed. The heart was excised and perfusion-fixed.
Epicardial electrode locations were captured with a multiaxis digitizing arm (FARO Technologies, FL). MRI
contrast markers placed on the “sock” and body surface
strips were localized in the MR images and used to
register electrode locations.

2.2.

Inverse problem formulation

The MFS and the F-BEM were used to solve Laplace’s
equation, which computes the electrical potential field in
the source-free volume between the heart and body
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surfaces. With the F-BEM, two heart-torso models were
customized from experiment-speciﬁc MRI for each
animal [6]; a homogeneous model (F-BEMhomog)
assuming isotropic conductivity, and an inhomogeneous
model (F-BEMinhomog), coupling boundary element lungs
and torso cavity (assumed isotropic) to finite element fat
(assumed isotropic) and skeletal muscle regions (assumed
anisotropic) [4]. Kriging interpolation was used to map
potentials from electrodes to the refined torso surface.
The standard MFS (MFSstand) is a meshless method,
reconstructing epicardial potentials directly from torso
electrode potentials assuming a homogeneous torso [3].
In order to ensure any differences seen were not due to
interpolation, a fourth model was employed, using
interpolated torso signals as the inputs to an MFS defined
problem (MFSFull). For each of these four models,
epicardial potentials were reconstructed using Tikhonov
regularization and CRESO criteria.

2.3.

among means was sought using a matrix of mutuallyorthogonal contrast vectors.

3.

Results

3.1.

Epicardial electrograms

In Fig 1, measured and reconstructed epicardial EGMs
are compared for 3 representative electrodes for a RV
epicardial pacing sequence. Corresponding boxplots of
RE and CC across all electrodes for this cardiac sequence
are presented in Fig 2.

Data analysis

Data analysis was performed on one representative
beat for each record. Activation times (ATs) were
estimated by fitting global activation fields to maximum
derivative estimates and activation delays between
adjacent electrograms [7]. Correspondence between
measured and reconstructed electrograms (EGMs) was
quantified using the relative error (RE) and correlation
coefficient (CC):
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = �∅𝑀𝑀 − ∅𝑅𝑅 �2 /�∅𝑀𝑀 �2
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where N is the time instant, ∅𝑖𝑖𝑀𝑀 and ∅𝑖𝑖𝑆𝑆 are the potentials
at each time for measured (M) and reconstructed (R) data,
while 𝜇𝜇𝑀𝑀 and 𝜇𝜇𝑅𝑅 are corresponding mean values across
N. The correspondence of measured and reconstructed
ATs was also compared by evaluating RE and CC (N
being the number of electrodes). ATs were also evaluated
using the error in localization of earliest activation (LE),
and the difference in total activation duration (ADd).
The data were analyzed using the General Linear
Model facility of SAS (Statistical Analysis System). For
each metric, the significance of differences among the
means of the inverse methods were examined using a
Nested Factorial ANOVA. The factors were “animal” and
“sequence type” (‘sinus rhythm’, ‘endocardial pacing’
and ‘epicardial pacing’). “Pacing locations” were nested
within both factors. The resulting 8 different variance
terms completely accounted for the total variance of the
data. Error terms (denominators of the F-ratio) were given
by higher-order interactions. When an ANOVA returned
a value of p < 0.05, then the source of the difference

Fig 1. Measured and reconstructed EGMs during RV
epicardial pacing.
The magnitudes of reconstructed EGMs were
substantially smaller than recorded (uniformly large RE
values). Despite this, the general shape of the EGM
waveforms were typically recovered (CC > 0.7 for ~50%
of electrodes for all models). The intrinsic deflection was
often temporally shifted, and complex waveforms were
poorly reproduced (i.e., electrode 1 shows smoothing of
the R-wave). For all models, a small number of
reconstructed EGMs were inverted (CC < 0), or showed
little correspondence with measured data (i.e., electrode
2, F-BEM models, and electrode 3, MFSstand).
For some electrodes, the MFS models appeared to
improve the magnitude, and morphology of EGMs
compared to the F-BEM reconstructions (i.e., electrodes

1, and 2) and vice-versa in others (i.e., electrode 3). In
some of these cases (and for all electrodes shown here),
the MFSFull EGMs were also notably different from the
MFSstand model, either improving or deteriorating the
results. Overall, there appeared to be no systematic
improvement in CC, though potentially a slight
improvement in RE with the MFS method compared to
the BEM (Fig 2). There was no evident difference
between homogeneous or inhomogeneous F-BEM
models.

Fig 2. Boxplot distributions of CC and RE computed
between all measured and reconstructed EGMs for a RV
epicardial pacing sequence.
The results were similar to this case across all
activation sequences (Table 1). Here CC and RE were
averaged over electrodes for each activation sequence
(CCmean and REmean), with the mean ± SE presented for the
pooled data. There was a statistically significant
difference in REmean between the MFS and the F-BEM
models (p < 0.001). There was no significant difference in
CCmean among the four models, or in REmean between
MFSfull and MFSstand, or between F-BEMhomog and FBEMinhomog (p > 0.05).
Table 1. Summary of comparison between reconstructed
and measured EGMs. Results presented as mean ± SE.
CCmean
*REmean
F-BEMhomog
0.54 ± 0.10
0.86 ± 0.08
F-BEMinhomog
0.55 ± 0.08
0.87 ± 0.07
MFSFull
0.56 ± 0.09
0.84 ± 0.09
MFSstand
0.56 ± 0.08
0.83 ± 0.09
*p<0.05 F-BEM versus MFS.

3.2.

Epicardial activation maps

AT maps computed from measured and reconstructed
potentials are presented in Fig 3 for an RV pacing
sequence. The correspondence between measured and
reconstructed AT maps is reflected by high CC values.
Despite this, total activation duration was ~50 ms shorter
with all reconstructed signals compared to experimental
data, and the initial activation sites were > 2 cm from
there true locations. There was little difference FBEMhomog and F-BEMinhomog, or with the MFS models.

Fig 3. AT maps computed from (A) measured and (BE) reconstructed potentials using BEM and MFS models.
Corresponding CC and RE computed between the
measured and reconstructed ATs are presented.
Table 2 Summary of comparison between reconstructed
and measured ATs. Results presented as mean ± SE.

BEMhomog
BEMinhomog
MFSfull
MFSstand

*CC
0.73±0.12
0.74±0.22
0.78±0.09
0.75±0.09

RE
0.48±0.11
0.46±0.09
0.46±0.09
0.47±0.09

ADd
41±12
41±12
42±12
42±13

*LE
27±22
29±22
18±22
19±22

*p<0.05 F-BEM versus MFS.

These trends were replicated across all activation
sequences (Table 2). That is, from CC we can see
activation spread was recovered with reasonable
accuracy, though total activation duration was
substantially underestimated. For all metrics, there was no

significant difference between BEMhomog and BEMinhomog,
or between MFSfull and MFSstand (p>0.05). Likewise, there
was no significant difference in RE or ADd (p>0.05)
between BEM and MFS models. However, CC and LE
(p < 0.04) were significantly better with the MFS models
compared to the BEM models
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